GSPH Occupant Evacuation Exercise
June 24, 2003

Evacuation Times

9:00 – Guardian was notified of the test.
9:30 – The pull station in the lobby was activated for floors G through 7.
9:34 – Campus Police on site.
9:38 – Building occupant evacuation complete.

Occupant Evacuation Time = 8 minutes.

Deficiencies Noted

7th Floor

1. The freezer, two desks and bookcase outside Room 728 should be removed or relocated.
2. The table and three chairs outside 724 (Department of Infectious Disease and Microbiology) should be removed.
3. The Mechanical Contractor equipment box, ladder and demolition tipster in the hallway between Parran and Crabtree Hall that is obstructing egress and reducing egress path should be removed.

6th Floor

4. The 9 CO2 tanks belonging to Dr. Koros in egress corridor outside room 612 should be relocated.
5. The practice of using wedges to hold open the hallway (Crabtree) fire doors should be discontinued.
6. The magnetic hold open device for the fire doors (Parran) did not release and should be repaired.
7. The occupants of Room 622 did not evacuate.

5th Floor

8. The table and chairs belonging to Epidemiology outside Lab 533 should be removed.
9. The fire alarm strobe lights are not working on the Parran Hall side. Prompt repairs should be made.
10. The chairs and packaging storage outside Room 531 should be removed.
11. The door to Room 532 propped open with Styrofoam and should be removed.
12. The table, desk and chairs outside Room 506 should be removed.
13. The desk and storage outside Room A550 should be removed.
14. The storage cabinet outside Room A551 should be removed.

4th Floor

15. There are open combustibles stored behind a half wall in the room across from 450A. Fire codes prohibit the storage of open combustibles in egress corridors.
16. The obsolete EH&S emergency posters should be replaced. EH&S will provide updated posters.
17. The old cabinet outside Room 439 should be removed.
18. The table outside Room 440 should be removed.
19. The old freezer outside Room 402 should be removed.
20. The unlatched/inoperable panic bar should be repaired on the fire doors between Parran and Crabtree.

3rd Floor

21. The Exit sign above Stairwell C door is not illuminated and should be repaired.
22. The obsolete EH&S emergency posters near Stairwell C should be replaced. EH&S will provide updated posters.
23. The recycables blocking the fire hose cabinet should be removed.

2nd Floor

24. The Stairwell B Exit sign needs repaired.
25. Concerning the double doors that exit to the sidewalk, one is opened and the other side is locked. Recommend both sides arranged to be opened.

1st Floor

26. The Exit sign (ceiling mounted) outside of the Dean's Office Room 111 points and directs occupants into the Dean's Office for exit. Recommend relocating the Exit sign or removing the directional arrow.
27. The Exit sign (ceiling mounted) outside Room 114 points and directs occupants into the room for exit. Recommend relocating exit sign or removing directional arrow.
28. The Stairwell C Exit light needs repaired.
29. The practice of using wedges to hold open the doors into the lounge should be discontinued.
30. The alarm sound level in the lecture hall Room 115 was reported to be “low”. EH&S to provide measurement and Recommendation to adjust the level as needed.
31. The Stairwell B needs direction arrow when viewing from the “south”.

G Floor

32. The fire door to Stairwell G should be replaced due to the exceptionally large window that does not meet code for a fire rated door.
33. The Exit hallway by dock area is restricted due to storage of trash and recyclable containers that should be relocated to prevent restricted egress.
34. The obsolete EH&S emergency posters near waste storage cage should be replaced. EH&S will provide updated posters.